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		Test your Python programming skills by solving real-world problems

	
		Key Features

		
			Access built-in documentation tools and improve your code.
	
			Discover how to make the best use of decorator and generator functions
	
			Enhance speed and improve concurrency by conjuring tricks from the PyPy project


	
		Book Description

	
		This book covers the unexplored secrets of Python, delve into its depths, and uncover its mysteries.

	
		You'll unearth secrets related to the implementation of the standard library, by looking at how modules actually work. You'll understand the implementation of collections, decimals, and fraction modules. If you haven't used decorators, coroutines, and generator functions much before, as you make your way through the recipes, you'll learn what you've been missing out on.

	
		We'll cover internal special methods in detail, so you understand what they are and how they can be used to improve the engineering decisions you make. Next, you'll explore the CPython interpreter, which is a treasure trove of secret hacks that not many programmers are aware of. We'll take you through the depths of the PyPy project, where you'll come across several exciting ways that you can improve speed and concurrency.

	
		Finally, we'll take time to explore the PEPs of the latest versions to discover some interesting hacks.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Know the differences between .py and .pyc files
	
			Explore the different ways to install and upgrade Python packages
	
			Understand the working of the PyPI module that enhances built-in decorators
	
			See how coroutines are different from generators and how they can simulate multithreading
	
			Grasp how the decimal module improves floating point numbers and their operations
	
			Standardize sub interpreters to improve concurrency
	
			Discover Python's built-in docstring analyzer


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		Whether you've been working with Python for a few years or you're a seasoned programmer, you'll have a lot of new tricks to walk away with.

	
		Table of Contents

		
			Working with Python Modules
	
			Utilizing the Python Interpreter
	
			Working with Decorators
	
			Using Python Collections
	
			Generators, Coroutines, and Parallel Processing
	
			Working with Python's Math Module
	
			Improving Python Performance with PyPy
	
			Python Enhancement Proposals
	
			Documenting with LyX
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Cognitive Systems: Joint Chinese-German Workshop, Shanghai, China, March 7-11, 2005, Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the Joint Chinese-German Workshop on Cognitive Systems held in Shanghai in March 2005.
The 13 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions for inclusion in the book. The workshop served to present the current state of the art in the new...
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After Democracy: Imagining Our Political FutureYale University Press, 2021

	Democracy has long been considered an ideal state of governance.

	What if it’s not? Perhaps it is not the end goal but, rather, the

	transition stage to something better. We have lent our cheer and

	support and sacrificed lives for revolutions meant to place democracy

	where it does not exist. But change is gradual. Revolutions...
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Practical Industrial Data Networks: Design, Installation and Troubleshooting (IDC Technology)Newnes, 2003
This is a comprehensive book covering the essentials of troubleshooting and problem solving of
industrial data communications systems including areas such as RS-232, RS-485, industrial protocols
such as Modbus, fiber optics, industrial Ethernet, TCP/IP, DeviceNet and Fieldbus protocols such as
Profibus and Foundation Fieldbus. It can...
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Logic & Computer Design Fundamentals (5th Edition)Pearson Education, 2015

	For courses in Logic and Computer design.


	 


	Understanding Logic and Computer Design for All Audiences


	Logic and Computer Design Fundamentals  is a thoroughly up-to-date text that makes logic design,...
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Asterisk CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Asterisk has a wealth of features to help you customize your PBX to fill very specific business needs. This short cookbook offers recipes for tackling dialplan fundamentals, making and controlling calls, and monitoring channels in your PBX environment. Each recipe includes a simple code solution you can put to work immediately, along...
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Application Development in iOS 7Packt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to build an entire real-world application using all of iOS 7's new features with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Get acquainted with the new features of iOS7 through real-world, project-based learning
	
		Take an in-depth look at Xcode 5, Foundation, and autolayout
	...
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